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What Does God Have to Say About Money How people deal with money matters to God. In fact, it is

one of the most frequently mentioned subjects in the Bible. Numerous authors have given readers

their ideas about how they should handle money, but it's time to hear what God has to say. Topics

include everything from working, saving, and tithing to how God wants people to treat the poor. All

the scriptural references to money have been collected and explained in a clear a concise format.

The book's length and focus make it perfect for readers on the go who love the Word of God.
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Before buying this book, understand that it is primarily a collection of verses which mention money.

There are ten chapters and one appendix.The ten chapters are:1. It's Not Yours2. Making Money3.

Content with What you have4. Using your Money Wisely5. Learning about Loans6. Don't be

Greedy7. Giving Generously to Others8. Tithing and Giving to God's Work9. There's No Shame in

Being Poor10. You and WealthEach chapter contains brief comments, headings, and Bible

verses.The appendix is composed of short sections of sermons by Whitefield, Wesley and

Spurgeon.Positives: Having the verses in specific chapters and with headings makes it easy to find

certain principles. Because the verse are printed out it makes it quicker to read than looking each

one up (they are from different versions - apparently because some translations bring the point out

in a better way).Negatives: Don't buy this if you are looking for applications of principles. It is

valuable for a reference because the Bible is authoritative. Just don't buy this thinking that it is



something it is not.Other options: If you appreciate this style of resources, I have greatly appreciated

Dictionary of Bible Themes by Martin Manser.

A compilation of all the verses in the Bible that talk about money and treasures. The commentary on

verses is a summary of what commentators say: if there is general agreement, the book may quote

a particular commentator or simply explain the common explanation. However, if there are a variety

of opinions about the meaning of a particular verse, the author summarizes the main explanations

so you can make up your own mind.The books in this "Everything the Bible Says About ..." series

give an overview of Scripture about a particular topic--not as effective for learning and

understanding as if you looked up the verses and did a word study on your own, but a good way to

learn something about a variety of topics that would be difficult to cover on your own because of

time constraints.

This book I really love because it has helped me look at money in a biblical way. Before I read this

book, I was not inspired about money and wanted to understand what the Bible says about money.

This book is exactly what I was searching for. If you are a Christian and want to know what the Bible

has to say about money, then you will find this.This book helped me understand money in a

POSITIVE WAY no more negative way!Great book!

So, there is a short synopsis in each section, followed by biblical passages. There isn't an

explanation of each of the passages, just the section quoted. This isn't very helpful for me. I would

have wanted at least a snippet of something like, "this verse is trying to convey blah, blah and blah."

Not what I was expecting. I would not recommend.

I liked how the author brought a summary of scripture together on various areas of finance. I would

have liked to have read a little more of the author's thoughts on each subject. Otherwise, well done.

I enjoyed reading this book, it motivates to do things differently ;)I appreciate the many scriptures, it

confirms Gods words about finances

Good book. No pretense, no modern day 'fluff', just truth. I had cancer in 2008 and it feels like the

disease ruined me financially. Just trying to understand God's plan. This book helped.



Really interesting concepts...love the relevance and the understanding of money and the

importance of giving into the kingdom. Definitely a read for anyone who wishes to grow in faith.
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